
 

By Yessoan 

Board theme:  
This board is themed on the combining of multiple Mario spin off titles. The ones represented are 

the Mario&Luigi series, Mario kart, Paper Mario and Mario sports. 

 

Board mechanics: 

Spinout spinner 
The main mechanic of the board is the spinout 

spinner. Players have the option of taking a path 

towards the centre, and boarding the spinner. It will 

spin the player around and stop facing a random 

direction (but not the one they came from), where 

they will dismount and make their way towards the 

outside again.  

 

Flat packed 
The happening spaces here close the book, flattening all players 

inside it. When it opens, they are on the opposite side. (animating 

this would be hard… shuffling players locations on the book would 

be easier.) 

 

Fore! 
All players on the golf course are hit with golf balls 
and lose 3 coins, which are given to the player that  
landed on the happening space. 
 

Homerun! 
All players in the baseball diamond are moved to the invisible space 

just after it. The player who landed on the happening space receives 

7 coins. 

Skillful rally 
All players in the tennis court receive 5 coins. 



 

GOAL! 
Earn 8 coins for landing on this happening space 
(a skill game could go here to make this challenging…) 

 

Bros move 
If you land on a happening space next to another player, both 

players move up to the space inbetween them on the next 

level 

 

Clarifying movement 
Below is a diagram of how movement paths work during the 

superstar saga section, just for clarification purposes. 

 

 

 

Crash and burn out 
When a player lands on a happening 

space in the Mario Kart area, shells fly 

around the track. Every player standing 

on the track is knocked flying off the 

board (could also have a skill game to 

avoid) They then re-emerge from the 

pipe and move to the invisible space next 

to it. 

 

Portal door 
Using a skeleton key on either door will allow you 

passage to the other on the opposite side of the map. 

 



Star spaces:

  
 

Other things 
So, that’s my board. I totally understand if the events don’t work in party planner, and I’ve provided 

some alternatives above, but I’ve got quite a few ideas if need be to change what some of the spaces 

do.  

I included 2 titles, one with a white border and one without. While I’m really proud of how the title 

came out and how cool the borderless one looks, the one with the border is much more readable 

when placed above the board logo in my opinion, and copies the MP3 style, as it was done in the 

game aswell. Feel free to choose whichever you prefer. 

I’ve never been great with art/asset work (Which is why this took me the full 2 weeks), but game 

design is something I believe I’m talented at and proud of. 

Elements such as how each quadrant is mechanically different while still fitting their themes, 

focusing on getting coins and not losing them in sports, getting and avoiding items in Mario kart, 

teamwork between two players in M&L, and substitution with partners in paper. Also how you can 

take a path around the board to get to every star space, but if you want a shortcut you can try to get 

lucky in numerous places. 

Well, I think I’ve patted myself on the back enough, I hope you like it  


